INTRODUCTION
============

Endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD) is a pioneer endoscopic method initially devised for the treatment of early-stage gastric neoplastic lesions \[[@b1-ce-2019-147]\]. To date, ESD has been established as an efficient method that achieves *en bloc* and R0 resection regardless of the lesion size, not only for early gastric cancerous lesions but also for lesions located in the colon or esophagus, overcoming the limitations of piecemeal endoscopic mucosal resection (EMR) \[[@b2-ce-2019-147],[@b3-ce-2019-147]\]. Nonetheless, ESD remains a technically demanding and time-consuming procedure with a slow learning curve, particularly in Western countries \[[@b4-ce-2019-147],[@b5-ce-2019-147]\]. In addition, it is associated with higher rates of complications than EMR, including bleeding and perforation \[[@b6-ce-2019-147]\]. The fundamental difficulty of the method lies in the accessibility of the submucosal layer during dissection. Meticulous identification of the dissection plane enables thorough recognition of the submucosal vessels and cutting line, thus reducing the risk of complications while increasing the possibility of achieving complete resection \[[@b7-ce-2019-147]-[@b11-ce-2019-147]\]. Traction is a method that could deliver satisfactory tissue tension within the submucosa and facilitate visualization of the dissection plane. Although traction has been the focus of many studies, most of the previous studies have included a single patient, or at most a very small number of patients, or involved non-human subjects, limiting the generalizability of their results to daily clinical practice. As these studies are beyond the scope of this systematic review, we refer the readers to previous iterations \[[@b12-ce-2019-147]-[@b14-ce-2019-147]\]. In this study, we addressed in a systematic manner all clinical studies involving only human participants, with the aim of providing further understanding of the traction methods that might substantially improve the safety and efficacy of ESD.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Protocol
--------

We conducted this review according to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses (PRISMA) recommendations (available in [Supplementary 1](#SD1-ce-2019-147){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) \[[@b15-ce-2019-147]\]. The protocol of the review can be accessed at the International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO registration number CRD42019135942).

Criteria for eligibility
------------------------

The eligibility criteria were determined based on the PICO statement (P: patients undergoing ESD for gastrointestinal tract \[GIT\] precancerous/cancerous lesions; I: use of a method that enables traction to allow better exposure of the submucosal plane; C: comparison to conventional ESD; O: ESD outcomes including overall procedure time, curative resection \[R0\], resection speed, complication rate \[bleeding or perforation\], and recurrence rate as defined in each study). All types of trials published in the English language were considered eligible, whereas non-human studies, *ex vivo* or pilot studies, editorials, narrative reviews, case reports/series, video cases, and abstracts from conferences were excluded.

Identification and selection of studies
---------------------------------------

A computerized search of the MEDLINE and Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews electronic databases for all relevant publications listed from database inception to May 2019 was performed. We combined the following search terms: "endoscopic submucosal dissection" and "traction" searched both as Medical Subject Headings and free-text terms. Moreover, the reference lists of the included original studies and pertinent reviews were manually searched for studies not initially identified. Our search strategy is detailed in [Supplementary 2](#SD2-ce-2019-147){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Two members of the study team independently screened all initial abstracts. Subsequently, the full text of all eligible studies was independently assessed for eligibility. In case the full-text form of a study that appeared relevant could not be found, the corresponding author was contacted. If the author failed to provide missing information, the abstract was excluded. Any disagreements were resolved by consensus.

Extraction of data items
------------------------

A structured form based on a Microsoft Excel sheet (Microsoft Co., Redmond, WA, USA) was used for data extraction. The following data were extracted from each study: first author name, study setting (publication year, origin), study design and primary outcome, type of intervention and comparator (if any), traction method, anatomical location of the ESD (esophagus, stomach, or colorectal area), level of endoscopist expertise (expert vs. non-expert), mean lesion size (as described in each study), presence of fibrosis, potential interference of the method during ESD (if provided by the study), endoscopist's subjective evaluation of the performance of each method, and outcomes (overall procedure time, curative resection \[R0\], resection speed, complication rate \[bleeding or perforation\], and recurrence rate as defined in each study).

Methodological quality of studies
---------------------------------

The methodological quality of each study and the risk of bias of randomized and non-randomized studies were rated using the Cochrane Collaboration tool \[[@b16-ce-2019-147]\] and Newcastle-Ottawa Scale \[[@b17-ce-2019-147]\], respectively. We used Review Manager 5.3 (The Nordic Cochrane Centre, The Cochrane Collaboration, Copenhagen, Denmark) software package to construct comparison plots.

RESULTS
=======

Selection of studies
--------------------

Our initial search generated 177 citations. After deduplication, 154 articles were retrieved and reviewed. Three more studies were identified after manual reference searching of the full-text articles. The inclusion criteria were met by 33 studies \[[@b18-ce-2019-147]-[@b50-ce-2019-147]\]. [Fig. 1](#f1-ce-2019-147){ref-type="fig"}. illustrates the search flow.

Study characteristics
---------------------

[Table 1](#t1-ce-2019-147){ref-type="table"} summarizes the main characteristics of the included studies. The publication date of the studies ranged from 2006 to 2019, cumulatively enrolling 3,134 participants. All but 2 studies \[[@b38-ce-2019-147],[@b46-ce-2019-147]\] were conducted in a single-site setting. Twenty-three had a prospective design \[[@b18-ce-2019-147]-[@b23-ce-2019-147],[@b26-ce-2019-147],[@b27-ce-2019-147],[@b29-ce-2019-147],[@b30-ce-2019-147],[@b32-ce-2019-147],[@b33-ce-2019-147],[@b35-ce-2019-147],[@b37-ce-2019-147]-[@b41-ce-2019-147],[@b44-ce-2019-147]-[@b47-ce-2019-147],[@b50-ce-2019-147]\] and 10 had a retrospective design \[[@b24-ce-2019-147],[@b25-ce-2019-147],[@b28-ce-2019-147],[@b31-ce-2019-147],[@b34-ce-2019-147],[@b36-ce-2019-147],[@b42-ce-2019-147],[@b43-ce-2019-147],[@b48-ce-2019-147],[@b49-ce-2019-147]\]. Among the prospective studies, 6 were randomized controlled trials (RCTs) \[[@b27-ce-2019-147],[@b30-ce-2019-147],[@b32-ce-2019-147],[@b39-ce-2019-147],[@b45-ce-2019-147],[@b46-ce-2019-147]\]. The majority of the studies (n=31) were conducted in Eastern countries, whereas only 2 studies were conducted in Europe \[[@b38-ce-2019-147],[@b48-ce-2019-147]\]. With respect to the traction method, 3 studies evaluated magnetic anchor-guided ESD (MA-ESD) \[[@b19-ce-2019-147],[@b44-ce-2019-147],[@b49-ce-2019-147] [@b5-ce-2019-147]\], evaluated the efficacy of double endoscopes \[[@b22-ce-2019-147],[@b27-ce-2019-147],[@b28-ce-2019-147],[@b40-ce-2019-147],[@b48-ce-2019-147]\], 21 investigated clip-involving methods for applying traction \[[@b24-ce-2019-147]-[@b26-ce-2019-147],[@b29-ce-2019-147]-[@b39-ce-2019-147],[@b41-ce-2019-147]-[@b43-ce-2019-147],[@b45-ce-2019-147]-[@b47-ce-2019-147],[@b50-ce-2019-147]\], and 4 assessed miscellaneous methods \[[@b18-ce-2019-147],[@b20-ce-2019-147],[@b21-ce-2019-147],[@b23-ce-2019-147]\]. Concerning the anatomical location where ESD was performed, 6 studies evaluated ESD traction methods for esophageal lesions \[[@b21-ce-2019-147],[@b26-ce-2019-147],[@b32-ce-2019-147],[@b38-ce-2019-147],[@b41-ce-2019-147],[@b43-ce-2019-147] [@b17-ce-2019-147]\], for stomach lesions \[[@b18-ce-2019-147]-[@b20-ce-2019-147],[@b23-ce-2019-147],[@b25-ce-2019-147],[@b27-ce-2019-147]-[@b29-ce-2019-147],[@b33-ce-2019-147],[@b34-ce-2019-147],[@b37-ce-2019-147],[@b40-ce-2019-147],[@b42-ce-2019-147],[@b44-ce-2019-147],[@b46-ce-2019-147]-[@b48-ce-2019-147]\], and 9 for colorectal lesions \[[@b22-ce-2019-147],[@b24-ce-2019-147],[@b30-ce-2019-147],[@b35-ce-2019-147],[@b36-ce-2019-147],[@b39-ce-2019-147],[@b45-ce-2019-147],[@b49-ce-2019-147],[@b50-ce-2019-147]\], whereas a single study \[[@b31-ce-2019-147]\] enrolled patients with lesions in the stomach or colon. Data comparing the efficacy and safety of the traction methods between expert and non-expert endoscopists were available from only 5 studies \[[@b34-ce-2019-147],[@b37-ce-2019-147],[@b42-ce-2019-147],[@b45-ce-2019-147],[@b46-ce-2019-147]\], whereas ESD was performed by experts in all other studies. The mean lesion size, level of endoscopist expertise (expert vs. non-expert), endoscopist's subjective evaluation of the performance of the method, potential interference of the method with the ESD procedure, and the impact of each method on the main outcomes of the procedure are summarized in [Table 2](#t2-ce-2019-147){ref-type="table"}.

Study quality and risk of bias
------------------------------

The results of the risk of bias evaluation for the 6 RCTs \[[@b27-ce-2019-147],[@b30-ce-2019-147],[@b32-ce-2019-147],[@b39-ce-2019-147],[@b45-ce-2019-147],[@b46-ce-2019-147]\] are shown in [Fig. 2](#f2-ce-2019-147){ref-type="fig"}. The overall quality can be characterized as questionable (detection bias and performance bias were the principal drawbacks). The results of the quality assessment of observational studies according to the Newcastle-Ottawa scale are provided in [Supplementary 3](#SD3-ce-2019-147){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Magnetic anchor-guided endoscopic submucosal dissection
-------------------------------------------------------

MA-ESD is a sophisticated method allowing dynamic tissue retraction with a rotatable external magnet (permanent magnet and electromagnet are the 2 available types). Traction is independent of the movement of the endoscope, thus serving as a "second hand" for the endoscopist \[[@b10-ce-2019-147]\]. Compared with other methods that produce traction, the main advantage of this method is the lack of interference with endoscopic maneuvers during ESD while the constant movement of the external magnet changes the direction of the retraction, thus resulting in a dynamic traction phenomenon. Gotoda et al. \[[@b19-ce-2019-147]\] investigated the feasibility of MA-ESD with an extracorporeal magnet in a study enrolling 25 subjects with early gastric cancer. All lesions were successfully removed *en bloc* without complications. No recurrence was observed in any of the patients after a median follow-up of 20 months. These results indicated, for the first time, that the technique is feasible and safe while offering excellent visualization for gastric ESD. To overcome the main drawback of the method (i.e., the large size of the external electromagnet), Matsuzaki et al. \[[@b44-ce-2019-147]\] conducted a feasibility study of MA-ESD with neodymium magnets for the treatment of gastric lesions. In the aforementioned trial, the magnetic traction consisted of an internal magnet attached to a clip. Although there were minor concerns about patient safety because of the low resistance to rust of the magnet after direct contact with human tissue, the authors reported obtaining adequate counter-traction in all cases, resulting in successful *en bloc* resection of lesions without adverse events or allergic reactions. Recently, Ye et al. \[[@b49-ce-2019-147]\] in their retrospective study compared the efficacy and safety of magnetic bead-assisted ESD (MBA-ESD) with those of standard ESD for large colorectal cancerous lesions. Despite the low enrollment in the study (*n*=26), the results supported the notion that MBAESD is equivalent to conventional ESD in terms of *en bloc* and R0 colonic resection as well as local recurrence. Furthermore, complications were totally absent (0% in the MBA-ESD group vs. 38.5% in the standard ESD group, *p*=0.039) while other procedure-related parameters (i.e., dissection time and speed) also improved.

Use of double endoscopes
------------------------

The implementation of a second endoscope to facilitate traction has been particularly considered for treating lesions that are difficult to resect with conventional ESD. As a rule, the initial circumferential incision is performed using the primary endoscope, followed by the insertion of a thinner endoscope that applies traction to the lesion through common grasping forceps passed through its working channel \[[@b14-ce-2019-147]\]. The method is "operator friendly", as it enhances the accessibility of the submucosa and increases the efficiency of submucosal dissection while reducing the risk of complications. Uraoka et al. \[[@b22-ce-2019-147]\] reached the conclusion that the double-endoscope approach is technically easier and safer for large colorectal tumors. However, the method was applied only to rectal and rectosigmoid lesions, creating doubts about the efficacy of the method in more proximal colonic lesions. Moreover, the need for an additional person to operate the traction system and for a second light source represents further weaknesses. In an attempt to provide further clarifications, Higuchi et al. \[[@b28-ce-2019-147]\] conducted a retrospective study introducing an improved version of the method for early gastric cancer, in which a unique, switchable light source between the endoscopes was used. Although comparisons were made with historical control data, the cutting rate into specimens was improved (7% vs. 35%, *p*=0.01) with the double-endoscope method, with no serious adverse events noted. These results, however, were later refuted by the only RCT available on this matter \[[@b27-ce-2019-147]\]. Ahn et al. \[[@b27-ce-2019-147]\] found that the main outcomes of ESD were similar between endoscope-assisted ESD and standard ESD when used for gastric neoplastic lesions. Although the study was well designed, the enrollment of a low number of patients (*n*=51) and the performance of ESD procedures by inexperienced endoscopists are the main points of critique. Thereafter, results from 1 Western center and 1 Eastern were reported. The Western results, from a retrospective follow-up study originating from Turkey, showed no difference in the procedure duration and complication rate when using the double-endoscope method for upper gastrointestinal lesions \[[@b48-ce-2019-147]\]. Ogata et al. \[[@b40-ce-2019-147]\], by enrolling relatively more subjects (*n*=122) with a long mean follow-up period (24 months), highlighted the safety and efficacy of a double-endoscopic intraluminal operation for precancerous gastric lesions. Taken together, these studies demonstrated somewhat conflicting results about the role of the double-endoscope method in ESD; however, they should be critically taken into account considering the low number of patients and the variable follow-up period.

Clip-involving methods
----------------------

Accumulating evidence has highlighted the impact of clip traction on the technical outcomes of ESD, as well as its therapeutic and prognostic implications. Early studies showed that traction produced by clips can significantly reduce the overall procedure time compared with standard ESD, with the results being consistent for both gastric and colonic precancerous lesions \[[@b24-ce-2019-147]-[@b26-ce-2019-147]\]. This finding was also supported by other studies evaluating the efficacy of ESD with dental floss clip traction in several locations inside the GIT \[[@b31-ce-2019-147],[@b34-ce-2019-147],[@b36-ce-2019-147],[@b37-ce-2019-147],[@b41-ce-2019-147],[@b43-ce-2019-147]\]. On the other hand, data from RCTs attempting to investigate any potential benefit in terms of procedural outcomes when using clip-related methods seem somewhat conflicting. The earliest study \[[@b32-ce-2019-147]\] showed that the thread-traction method resulted in significant shortening of the dissection time compared with conventional ESD in esophageal lesions (19.8 min vs. 31.8 min, *p*=0.044). Accordingly, Mori et al. \[[@b39-ce-2019-147]\] reported that ring-thread counter traction also optimized the total dissection time in colorectal ESD (130.0 \[56.0--240.0\] min vs. 80 \[35.0--130.0\] min, *p*=0.001). In another very recent Japanese RCT enrolling 84 patients with ≥20 mm superficial colorectal neoplasms, the clip-andthread technique was related not only to a shorter procedure time (40 \[11--86\] min vs. 70 \[30--180\] min, *p*\<0.0001) but also to a higher self-completion rate in non-experts (100% \[39/39\] vs. 90% \[36/40\], *p*=0.04) than conventional ESD \[[@b45-ce-2019-147]\]. However, the results published in the largest RCT thus far seem to refute the role of traction-assisted ESD for gastric neoplasms reported in the aforementioned studies. In that study \[[@b46-ce-2019-147]\], 640 participants with gastric neoplasms were randomized at 14 centers across Japan to undergo standard ESD or ESD in which a dental floss clip was used to provide traction, with the ESD procedure time being the primary endpoint. No difference was observed in the mean ESD procedure time between the 2 methods (60.7 min vs. 58.1 min, *p*=0.45). However, perforation was less frequent in patients treated with dental floss clip traction-assisted ESD (2.2% vs. 0.3%, *p*=0.04). On the other hand, the new technique was particularly beneficial for lesions located in the greater curvature of the stomach, for which the mean procedure time was effectively reduced (104.1 min vs. 57.2 min, *p*=0.01). The clip-and-snare method has been reported to be another promising technique because it requires no special equipment to enable pushing and pulling movements without impairing flexibility. The technique was found to have a significant impact on the procedure time (45.6 min vs. 70.1 min \[vs. control group\], *p*=0.047), with a lower complication rate (5.9% vs. 8.1%, p=1.00) \[[@b35-ce-2019-147]\]. Noda et al. \[[@b33-ce-2019-147]\] used a sheath of a polypectomy snare to create traction and achieved faster resection time, which was uniform among endoscopists of various skill levels. In keeping with the findings of those reports, the approach of inserting a selective snare along with the endoscope has also been shown to be safe and feasible in ESD of colonic and gastric intraepithelial neoplasia \[[@b47-ce-2019-147],[@b50-ce-2019-147]\]. An alternative internal traction method using the S-O clip for treating colorectal lesions has been recommended. The device is advanced through the working channel of an endoscope and functions independently of endoscope movements. The safety and efficacy of the method were first evaluated in a prospective RCT, which showed that the mean ESD time for large colorectal tumors (\>20 mm diameter) was significantly reduced when the S-O clip was used, compared with the standard technique (37.4±32.6 min vs. 67.1±44.1 min, *p*=0.03) \[[@b30-ce-2019-147]\]. Similar results were also obtained in terms of the efficacy of the clip in the treatment of upper GIT epithelial neoplasms in a recent large retrospective Japanese study. The mean procedure time was significantly shorter in the S-O clip group (47.2±24.6 min vs. 69.2±67.1 min, *p*=0.035), with similar results in secondary outcomes to those of standard ESD (en bloc resection rate: 100% vs. 100%, *p*=1.000; perforation rate: 0% vs. 2.1%, p=0.315; and delayed bleeding rate: 2.1% vs. 4.3%, p=0.558) \[[@b42-ce-2019-147]\]. In another Japanese study, Matsumoto et al. \[[@b29-ce-2019-147]\] reported on the use of a "medical ring" during ESD in a prospective case-control study. The newly developed ring allowed adequate visualization, thus enhancing the performance of gastric ESD relative to the conventional procedure (3.18±2.29 dissection min/cm^2^ vs. 6.3±3.6 dissection min/cm^2^, *p*\<0.01). Taking these observations into account, it is evident that more robust data are definitely needed in order to assess the performance of these novel methods overall and in specific populations.

Miscellaneous methods
---------------------

We identified 4 studies \[[@b18-ce-2019-147],[@b20-ce-2019-147],[@b21-ce-2019-147],[@b23-ce-2019-147]\] evaluating various methods to improve traction during an ESD procedure. More than a decade ago, Yonezawa et al. \[[@b18-ce-2019-147]\], in a well-designed, 12-month follow-up prospective trial of 60 patients, showed that the use of a sophisticated double-channel endoscope ("R-scope") resulted in significantly shorter operating time than standard ESD (57.9±29.7 min vs. 92.8±58.9 min, p=0.016), with similar efficacy and complication rates. Three years later, Motohashi et al. \[[@b21-ce-2019-147]\] presented a novel method---the 2-point fixed ESD---for esophageal cancerous lesions that allowed traction to the site of dissection by using a hood fitted with a forceps channel. Their results implied that the technique is feasible for esophageal lesions. In an effort to optimize ESD procedures, authors from a large prospective Eastern trial used external biopsy forceps for early-stage gastric cancer \[[@b20-ce-2019-147]\]. Despite the promising results in terms of low mean procedure time, the method also had an important inherent shortcoming (i.e., inability to be performed when the lesion is located in other gastric sections such as the cardia and lesser curvature). Further insights into the clinical outcomes of traction-assisted ESD were provided by a small, single-center study that investigated the utility of the novel sheath for ESD \[[@b23-ce-2019-147]\]. A total of 43 and 25 consecutive patients with early gastric carcinomas treated using the standard method and the new method, respectively, were compared. The use of the novel sheath was not only less time-consuming for lesions sized 20 mm and for all resected tumors regardless of location but was also technically simpler. Undoubtedly, the confirmation or rejection of these results requires more evidence because relevant prospective data are lacking.

Efficacy and safety of traction methods based on the anatomical site of endoscopic submucosal dissection
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Although data comparing the efficacy and safety of various traction methods according to the anatomical location of ESD are lacking, clip-involving techniques and their modifications seem to be efficacious in providing sufficient traction in all GIT sites, offering particular benefits for lesions located in the esophagus and greater curvature of the gastric body. The use of a second endoscope has shown considerable efficacy in treating lesions located in the distal colon (sigmoid and rectum), whereas its usefulness for more proximal tumors is questionable. The method also seems advantageous for patients with gastric neoplasms. For magnet-assisted ESD, most of the data were derived from patients with upper GIT lesions, whereas its efficacy in colorectal tumor treatment remains to be established. Finally, as studies evaluating miscellaneous methods exclusively enrolled patients with tumors in the upper GIT (esophagus and stomach), it can be assumed that the efficacy of the methods is limited to those locations.

Efficacy of traction methods based on the expertise level of the endoscopist
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Five studies \[[@b34-ce-2019-147],[@b37-ce-2019-147],[@b42-ce-2019-147],[@b45-ce-2019-147],[@b46-ce-2019-147]\]---all evaluating clip-involving methods---provided data about the impact of the endoscopist's expertise level (expert vs. non expert) on ESD outcomes. Overall, the data showed that in terms of procedure time, the traction methods were mostly beneficial for expert endoscopists. Although the procedure time also improved when non-experts used traction methods, the difference did not reach significance in most studies. Notably, these findings were not verified by the largest RCT \[[@b46-ce-2019-147]\], which reported no difference in procedural time regardless of the operator's experience.

Endoscopist's evaluation of the traction method and interference with the endoscopic submucosal dissection procedure
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Eight studies \[[@b18-ce-2019-147],[@b19-ce-2019-147],[@b21-ce-2019-147]-[@b23-ce-2019-147],[@b27-ce-2019-147],[@b28-ce-2019-147],[@b32-ce-2019-147]\] reported on the endoscopist's subjective evaluation of the traction method performance. Overall, the results suggested that traction methods are supportive and helpful during ESD. The results on the interference of each method with the ESD procedure are presented in [Table 2](#t2-ce-2019-147){ref-type="table"}. The MA-ESD and clip-involving methods cause potentially no or minimal interference; however, this does not apply when double endoscopes are used, as significant interference between the 2 devices can be noted.

Overall comparison of methods
-----------------------------

The use of magnets represents an innovative method of delivering traction during ESD. Compared with the other methods, the principal advantage of MA-ESD is that the traction applied to the ESD site is independent (i.e., easily adaptable without any interference with endoscope movement). On the other hand, the applicability of the method is limited by the significant decrease in force as the distance between the magnets increases (i.e., in cases of a thick abdominal wall). The large size of the magnets, scant data for the efficacy of the method for colorectal lesions, additional financial burden, and potential effects on the human body are also issues that should not be underestimated. The double-endoscope method can be a rewarding, handy option that allows traction to be effectively adjusted in any direction merely through standard maneuvering of a second endoscope---a procedure familiar to all endoscopists. However, the major flaw of this method is that the 2 endoscopes may interfere with each other. Although the use of a single transferable light source between the 2 endoscopes has been reported \[[@b28-ce-2019-147]\], the method requires, in most cases, dual light sources, endoscopes, and physicians, making it an expensive approach. The method can be efficacious for upper GIT lesions, for which it has been mainly evaluated; however, in terms of colonic ESD, its competence is limited to distal colonic and rectal tumors. On the other hand, clip-involving methods and their modifications are, in most cases, relatively simple to use, can be applied to any site, do not require additional special equipment, and have a low cost; thus, they can be easily integrated into daily clinical practice. Notably, they can be particularly useful for some lesions such as those located in the greater curvature of the gastric body. However, they are not without caveats. Traction can be rather difficult to adjust as pulling is the only option. Moreover, the clip can be detached from tissue, necessitating repetition of the procedure, which is a troublesome task when the lesion lies in the proximal colon. The application of miscellaneous methods is limited owing to the paucity of data about their efficacy; thus, they cannot be recommended at a large scale. Taking these observations into account, it is evident that more robust data are definitely needed to assess the performance of these novel methods overall and in specific populations.

CONCLUSIONS
===========

A large variety of endoscopic methods and novel devices has been introduced with the aim of improving traction during ESD. Despite the promising results, data about the overall and comparative efficacy of the methods remain scarce, thus preventing their integration into daily clinical practice. For the first time, we addressed in a systematic manner the knowledge deficit about the role of all available endoscopic methods and devices used to assist traction in ESD.

Our review indicated that multiple disparate endoscopic methods have the potential to improve tissue tension and facilitate visualization during ESD. Indeed, the majority of the studies uniformly showed that the implementation of any method results in significant improvement in the core quality features (overall operating time and complication rate) of each procedure relative to standard ESD. However, the studies reviewed here did not allow drawing firm conclusions on how to best achieve traction during ESD, as there was no evidence supporting the superiority of any of the strategies. Instead, endoscopists may consider adopting a method on a case-by-case basis, taking into account several factors such as lesion characteristics, proficiency level of the endoscopist, and availability of the method in a given health-care setting.

Undoubtedly, these technological advances can be considered adjuvant approaches to improve physician performance during ESD \[[@b14-ce-2019-147]\]. On the other hand, it can be argued that their true benefit remains questionable at a time when a simple and costless alternative---traction by gravity---may be equally effective ([Fig. 3](#f3-ce-2019-147){ref-type="fig"}). Gravity can induce traction, thus abolishing the need for any additional device by allowing controlling the direction of the traction force merely through changing the patient's position according to intraluminal fluid location \[[@b14-ce-2019-147]\]. However, a head-to-head comparative evaluation between traction by gravity and any other traction technique is still lacking. Nonetheless, even traction by gravity is far from being the perfect concept, as the submucosal view may be not be sufficient during the initial stages of the procedure, when the flap is not yet sufficiently exposed, or in non-expert hands.

An issue that remains to be elucidated is whether the efficacy and safety of the traction methods differ according to the anatomical location of the ESD procedure or the expertise level of the endoscopist. Although direct comparisons with respect to anatomical sites are totally absent, it seems that clip-involving methods have a beneficial effect on ESD outcomes throughout the GIT, particularly for the stomach. On the other hand, double-endoscope-assisted ESD is particularly efficacious in treating distal colonic (sigmoid, rectum) tumors. As far as the expertise level of the endoscopist is concerned, the majority of the studies showed that traction methods significantly improved ESD outcomes in expert hands. The latter seems to be also the case when the performance of non-experts comes into question. However, this finding was not consistent with the results of a large RCT \[[@b46-ce-2019-147]\] that refuted the impact of the operator's experience on procedure time, thus underlining the need for more data to verify this hypothesis.

Although the many technical interventions presented in this review seem to be beneficial in terms of improving ESD outcomes, concerns about the quality of the studies are raised. It should be underlined that most of the studies originated from expert centers, which limits the external validity (i.e., generalizability) of the results \[[@b2-ce-2019-147],[@b12-ce-2019-147]\]. Additional studies are warranted to examine whether the results also apply to different hospital settings. Moreover, most of the studies had a single-center and retrospective design, enrolled populations with divergent ESD indications, or only aimed to prove the feasibility of a new method rather than to offer comparative results. Even results from published RCTs should be interpreted with caution because of serious study limitations. Surprisingly, the largest RCT meeting our eligibility criteria \[[@b46-ce-2019-147]\] suggested that dental floss clip-assisted ESD traction does not reduce the procedure time.

Our review could also have significant implications on future research directions. Future studies should systematically assess endoscopist-related (e.g., variable level of skill), patient-related (e.g., location and type of the lesion), and setting-related factors in an effort to reach solid conclusions about the real-world effectiveness of the techniques. Likewise, efforts should be made to perform comparative evaluations of different approaches, as a further step toward optimization of the ESD procedure. Finally, future studies will benefit from larger sample sizes, which will provide not only additional evidence for efficacy but also adequate statistical power to detect changes in consequential clinical and procedural outcomes.

Effective and safe endoscopic removal or GIT precancerous lesions always remains a focal point. New medical devices that provide and facilitate tissue retraction in special cases have already emerged. Among them, a new device consisting of a double-balloon platform and a sheath (DiLumen Endolumenal Interventional Platform; Lumendi Ltd., High Wycombe, UK) has recently been shown to facilitate exposure of difficult-to-access lesions owing to poor endoscope maneuverability and loop presence \[[@b8-ce-2019-147]\]. Another endoscopic system (ORISE TRS; Boston Scientific Co., Marlborough, MA, USA) has been reported to facilitate challenging colorectal ESD because of significant fibrosis from previous tattooing, by providing constant traction and adequate view of the field to be dissected \[[@b9-ce-2019-147]\]. Finally, an exterior supplementary working channel (Ovesco, Tübingen, Germany) device mounted on the tip of a standard endoscope was recently introduced, allowing an additional endoscopic tool to be used for traction \[[@b11-ce-2019-147]\]. The adjustable distance between working channels makes the device suitable not only for ESD but also for EMR without the need for a dual-channel endoscope.

A number of strengths of this study could be cited. We used a rigorous methodology and performed a recursive bibliographic search including a detailed search of all pertinent bibliographies. The independent assessment of eligibility and strict evaluation of study quality are considered additional advantages. Our effort adds to the existing literature by addressing the topic of traction during ESD based on data exclusively from human studies, adding to the understanding of how existing studies, despite their inherent caveats, may still guide clinical practice with the eventual aim of highlighting potential fields for future research.

Our work also has a number of limitations that merit further discussion. First, we did not perform a meta-analysis; however, the presence of statistical and clinical heterogeneities among the studies (different designs, variable indications and endoscopist skill levels, distinct techniques evaluated) would have made a quantitative meta-analysis inappropriate. In this regard, the possibility of publication bias cannot be ruled out. Furthermore, the lack of additional database search (i.e., EMBASE), English-language restriction, and Eastern origin of the majority of the studies also represent weaknesses of this review. Finally, the studies tend to have limited validity given the setting where they were conducted.

In summary, evidence from this systematic review suggests that several methods, including MA-ESD, use of double endoscopes, clip-involving techniques, and others, seem to be effective in improving the performance of ESD in patients with variable gastrointestinal lesions. Each method presents distinct advantages but also has considerable drawbacks, as outlined in [Tables 1](#t1-ce-2019-147){ref-type="table"} and [2](#t2-ce-2019-147){ref-type="table"}. Although none of the methods have sufficient evidence to be recommended at a large scale, interventional endoscopists should be aware of them in the pursuit of strategies for improving ESD performance.
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###### 

Characteristics of Studies Included in the Review

  Study                           Country                                                                                       Study design   Period                                                 Pts enrolled (total/intervention/nonintervention, *n*)   Name of method   ESD site (LGI/UGI, *n*)                                                                       Study's primary outcome   
  ------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------- ------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------- ---------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  A. Magnetic - anchor guidance                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
                                  Gotoda et al. (2009) \[[@b19-ce-2019-147]\]                                                   Japan          Prospective, single-center                             01/2005--05/2006                                         50/25/25         MA-ESD controlled by extracorporeal electromagnet                                             0/50                      Evaluate feasibility of MA-ESD for gastric lesions
                                  Matsuzaki et al. (2018) \[[@b44-ce-2019-147]\]                                                Japan          Prospective, single-center                             10/2016--06/2017                                         50/50/0          Neodymium magnets for MA-ESD                                                                  0/50                      Evaluate feasibility of traction with good visualization
                                  Ye et al. (2019) \[[@b49-ce-2019-147]\]                                                       China          Retrospective, single-center, matched cohort           06/2017--01/2018                                         45/13/31         Gravity-based traction method - MBA-ESD                                                       45/0                      Compare safety and effectiveness of MBA-ESD and conventional ESD
  B. Double endoscope                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
                                  Uraoka et al. (2010) \[[@b22-ce-2019-147]\]                                                   Japan          Prospective, single-center                             04/2006--10/2018                                         37/21/16         Thin endoscope-assisted ESD                                                                   37/0                      Tumor size, *en bloc* resection rate, procedure time, complications rate
                                  Ahn et al. (2013) \[[@b27-ce-2019-147]\]                                                      Korea          RCT, single center                                     06/2010--08/2011                                         51/25/26         Transnasal endoscope assisted ESD                                                             0/51                      Procedure time, dropout rate, risk of perforation, uncontrolled bleeding, complications rate, evaluation by endoscopist
                                  Higuchi et al. (2013) \[[@b28-ce-2019-147]\]                                                  Japan          Retrospective, single center                           10/2008--05/2012                                         57/30/27         Small-caliber upper gastrointestinal endoscope                                                0/30                      Effectiveness and safety in patients with early gastric cancer accompanied by ulcer scars
                                  Ogata et al. (2017) \[[@b40-ce-2019-147]\]                                                    Japan          Prospective, single-center                             1999--2015                                               122/122/0        DEILO                                                                                         0/122                     Effectiveness and safety of DEILO
                                  Çolak et al. (2019) \[[@b48-ce-2019-147]\]                                                    Turkey         Retrospective, single-center                           01/2014--04/2018                                         22/22/0          Double endoscope                                                                              0/6                       Evaluate feasibility of traction
  C. Clip involving methods                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
                                  Okamoto et al. (2012) \[[@b24-ce-2019-147]\] ^[a)](#tfn1-ce-2019-147){ref-type="table-fn"}^   Japan          Retrospective, single-center                           04/2010--05/2011                                         30/15/15         Cross-counter technique for colorectal tumors (thin tube, clip, nylon and balloon overtube)   30/0                      Compare safety and efficacy of the new traction method, "cross-counter technique" for colorectal tumors
                                  Okamoto et al. (2012) \[[@b25-ce-2019-147]\] ^[a)](#tfn1-ce-2019-147){ref-type="table-fn"}^   Japan          Retrospective, single-center                           09/2009--08/2010                                         45/15/30         Cross-counter technique for early gastric cancer                                              0/15                      Safety and efficacy of new method, for gastric tumors
                                  Ota et al. (2012) \[[@b26-ce-2019-147]\]                                                      Japan          Prospective, single-center                             2005--2010                                               87/67/20         Clip traction                                                                                 0/87                      Evaluate usefulness in ESD for esophageal squamous cell carcinoma
                                  Matsumoto et al. (2013) \[[@b29-ce-2019-147]\]                                                Japan          Prospective case control, single-center                09/2009--08/2010                                         74/37/37         Medical ring-assisted ESD                                                                     0/74                      Evaluate usefulness for early gastric cancer
                                  Ritsuno et al. (2014) \[[@b30-ce-2019-147]\]                                                  Japan          RCT, single-center                                     08/2010--12/2011                                         50/27/23         S-O clip-assisted ESD                                                                         50/0                      Evaluate efficacy and safety for colorectal tumors ESD
                                  Koike et al. (2015) \[[@b32-ce-2019-147]\]                                                    Japan          RCT, single-center                                     05/2012--02/2013                                         40/20/20         Thread-traction method                                                                        0/40                      Assess usefulness in esophageal ESD
                                  Cai et al. (2015) \[[@b31-ce-2019-147]\]                                                      China          Retrospective, single-center                           04/2014--08/2014                                         20/20/0          ESD-assisted dental floss                                                                     10/10                     Evaluate the usefulness of ESD-assisted dental floss traction for the removal of gastrointestinal tumors
                                  Suzuki et al. (2016) \[[@b34-ce-2019-147]\]                                                   Japan          Retrospective, single-center                           05/2012--12/2014                                         86/43/43         Dental floss and hemoclip                                                                     0/86                      Evaluate the efficacy of a traction method for early gastric cancers that uses dental floss and a hemoclip
                                  Yoshida et al. (2016) \[[@b37-ce-2019-147]\]                                                  Japan          Prospective, single-center                             08/2014--11/2014                                         190/95/95        Dental floss clip                                                                             0/195                     Investigate efficacy for gastric ESD
                                  Yamada et al. (2016) \[[@b35-ce-2019-147]\]                                                   Japan          Prospective, single-center                             11/2013--05/2014                                         140/17/123       Clip and snare assisted ESD                                                                   140/0                     Evaluate the efficacy and safety of a clip and snare method with a prelooping technique for colorectal tumors
                                  Yamasaki et al. (2016) \[[@b36-ce-2019-147]\]                                                 Japan          Retrospective, single-center                           10/2014--03/2015                                         23/23/0          Colonic ESD using clip and line                                                               23/0                      Evaluate the feasibility of traction-assisted colonic ESD using clip and line
                                  Noda et al. (2016) \[[@b33-ce-2019-147]\]                                                     Japan          Prospective, single-center                             01/2014--03/2015                                         88/54/34         Thread-Traction with Polypectomy Snare Sheath                                                 0/88                      Compare the new method to conventional ESD for early gastric cancer
                                  Xie et al. (2017) \[[@b41-ce-2019-147]\]                                                      Japan          Prospective, Case-matched comparative, single-center   03/2014--06/2015                                         100/50/50        Clip traction                                                                                 0/100                     Investigate efficacy and safety for early esophageal carcinoma
                                  Mori et al. (2017) \[[@b39-ce-2019-147]\]                                                     Japan          RCT, single-center                                     12/2015--07/2016                                         43/21/22         Ring-thread counter traction                                                                  43/0                      Evaluate usefulness
                                  Jacques et al. (2017) \[[@b38-ce-2019-147]\]                                                  France         Prospective, multi-center                              01/2015--12/2016                                         62/62/0          "Tunnel + clip" ESD                                                                           0/62                      Investigate efficacy and safety of the tunnel + clip strategy for esophageal ESD
                                  Kitagawa et al. (2018) \[[@b43-ce-2019-147]\]                                                 Japan          Retrospective, single-center                           03/2013--01/2017                                         103/103/0        Clip traction method                                                                          0/103                     Evaluate safety and efficacy of ESD with clip traction for esophageal squamous cell carcinoma
                                  Hashimoto et al. (2018) \[[@b42-ce-2019-147]\]                                                Japan          Retrospective, single-center                           09/2016--11/2016                                         306/48/258       S-O clip-assisted ESD                                                                         0/306                     Assess efficacy and safety for gastric neoplasm
                                  Yoshida et al. (2018) \[[@b46-ce-2019-147]\]                                                  Japan          RCT, multicenter                                       07/2015--09/2016                                         635/319/316      Dental floss clip assisted ESD                                                                0/635                     The study's primary endpoint was difference in total ESD procedure time between the two techniques for gastric neoplasms
                                  Yamasaki et al. (2018) \[[@b45-ce-2019-147]\]                                                 Japan          RCT, single-center                                     08/2015--10/2016                                         85/42/43         Clip-and-thread technique                                                                     85/0                      The study's primary endpoint was the procedure time between the two techniques, measured from beginning of sub mucosal injection until separating lesion from colorectal wall
                                  Zhang et al. (2019) \[[@b47-ce-2019-147]\] ^[b)](#tfn1-ce-2019-147){ref-type="table-fn"}^     China          Prospective, single-center                             08/2016--09/2018                                         54/54/0          Snare combined with endoclips assisted ESD                                                    0/54                      Evaluate feasibility of snare combined with endoclips for mucosal traction during gastro esophageal ESD
                                  Zhang et al. (2019) \[[@b50-ce-2019-147]\] ^[b)](#tfn1-ce-2019-147){ref-type="table-fn"}^     China          Prospective, single-center                             01/2018--09/2018                                         50/50/0          Snare combined with endoclips assisted ESD                                                    50/0                      Evaluate feasibility and safety during colon and rectum ESD
  D. Miscellaneous methods                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
                                  Imaeda et al. (2009) \[[@b20-ce-2019-147]\]                                                   Japan          Prospective, single-center                             10/2003--07/2008                                         252/252/0        External forceps                                                                              0/265                     Evaluate feasibility of traction in various gastric locations
                                  Yonezawa et al. (2006) \[[@b18-ce-2019-147]\]                                                 Japan          Prospective, single-center                             03/2004--03/2005                                         60/20/40         Double−channel therapeutic endoscope ("R-scope")                                              0/20                      Assess effectiveness and complications of the new scope compared to conventional ESD in various gastric locations
                                  Hijikata et al. (2012) \[[@b23-ce-2019-147]\]                                                 Japan          Prospective, single-center                             N/A                                                      68/25/43         Sheath-assisted counter traction ESD                                                          0/68                      Mean duration of procedure relative to tumor size, location, complications rate
                                  Motohashi et al. (2009) \[[@b21-ce-2019-147]\]                                                Japan          Prospective, single-center                             N/A                                                      9/9/0            Two-point fixed ESD                                                                           0/9                       Evaluate feasibility of traction in early esophageal cancer \>20 mm in diameter

DEILO, double endoscopic intraluminal operation; ESD, endoscopic submucosal dissection; LGI, lower gastrointestinal tract; MA-ESD, magnetic anchor-guided endoscopic submucosal dissection; MBA-ESD, magnetic bead-assisted endoscopic submucosal dissection; N/A, not applicable; RCT, randomized controlled trial; UGI, upper gastrointestinal tract.

Studies conducted by the same authors group but refer to different lesion ESD site.

###### 

Effect of Traction Methods on Endoscopic Submucosal Dissection Main Outcomes

  Study                       Method                                                                                          Mean size                                           Anatomical location              Fibrosis degree          Expert vs. Non-expert             Endoscopist evaluation   Interference with ESD       Procedure time   Resection speed             Curative resection (R0)   Complications^[b)](#tfn3-ce-2019-147){ref-type="table-fn"}^   Recurrence   
  --------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------- ------------------------ --------------------------------- ------------------------ --------------------------- ---------------- --------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------- ------------ --------------
  A. Magnetic - anchor                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
                              Gotoda et al. (2009) \[[@b19-ce-2019-147]\] ^[a)](#tfn2-ce-2019-147){ref-type="table-fn"}^      Magnetic anchor-guided ESD                          55 mm (range, 33--125)           Stomach                  Pts with fibrosis were excluded   2 experts                Supportive in 23/25 cases   --               80 min (range, 50--240)     N/A                       100%                                                          0%           0%
                              Matsuzaki et al. (2018) \[[@b44-ce-2019-147]\] ^[a)](#tfn2-ce-2019-147){ref-type="table-fn"}^   Neodymium magnets for magnetic anchor ESD           20 mm (range, 5--100)            Stomach                  N/A                               1 expert                 N/A                         --               49 min (range, 15--301)     N/A                       100%                                                          0%           N/A
                              Ye et al. (2019) \[[@b49-ce-2019-147]\]                                                         Gravity-based traction method - magnetic bead ESD   589 mm^2^ (range, 416--893)      Colorectal               Pts with fibrosis were excluded   1 expert                 N/A                         --               No impact                   Lower                     Similar                                                       Lower        Similar
  B. Double endoscope                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
                              Uraoka et al. (2010) \[[@b22-ce-2019-147]\]                                                     Thin endoscope-assisted ESD                         43.6 mm (SD, 16)                 Colorectal               N/A                               1 expert                 Supportive                  \+               Lower                       Lower                     Higher                                                        Lower        N/A
                              Ahn et al. (2013) \[[@b27-ce-2019-147]\]                                                        Transnasal endoscope assisted ESD                   19.9 mm (SD, 7.2)                Stomach                  N/A                               2 non experts            Helpful for larger tumors   \+               Higher                      Similar                   Similar                                                       Similar      N/A
                              Higuchi et al. (2013) \[[@b28-ce-2019-147]\]                                                    Small-caliber upper gastrointestinal endoscope      45 mm (range, 28--70)            Stomach                  N/A                               Experts                  Supportive                  \+               Lower                       Higher                    Higher                                                        Similar      N/A
                              Ogata et al. (2017) \[[@b40-ce-2019-147]\] ^[a)](#tfn2-ce-2019-147){ref-type="table-fn"}^       Double endoscopic intraluminal operation            18 mm (range, 2--42)             Stomach                  N/A                               N/A                      N/A                         \+               70.9 min (range, 20--207)   N/A                       97.5%                                                         6% (7/122)   1.6% (2/122)
                              Çolak et al. (2019) \[[@b48-ce-2019-147]\] ^[a)](#tfn2-ce-2019-147){ref-type="table-fn"}^       Double endoscope                                    N/A                              Stomach                  N/A                               N/A                      N/A                         \+               N/A                         N/A                       N/A                                                           N/A          N/A
  C. Clip involving methods                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
                              Okamoto et al. (2012) \[[@b24-ce-2019-147]\]                                                    Cross-counter technique for colorectal              37.3 mm (SD, 9.3)                Colorectal               N/A                               1 expert                 N/A                         --               Lower                       Higher                    Similar                                                       Similar      Similar
                              Okamoto et al. (2012) \[[@b25-ce-2019-147]\]                                                    Cross-counter technique for early gastric cancer    15 mm (range, 10--35)            Stomach                  N/A                               2 non experts            N/A                         --               Lower                       Higher                    Similar                                                       Similar      Similar
                              Ota et al. (2012) \[[@b26-ce-2019-147]\]                                                        Clip traction                                       28.1 mm                          Esophagus                N/A                               2 experts                N/A                         --               Lower                       Higher                    N/A                                                           Lower        N/A
                              Matsumoto et al. (2013) \[[@b29-ce-2019-147]\]                                                  Medical ring-assisted ESD                           39.8 mm (range, 21--90)          Stomach                  N/A                               5 non experts            N/A                         --               Lower                       Higher                    Similar                                                       Similar      N/A
                              Ritsuno et al. (2014) \[[@b30-ce-2019-147]\]                                                    S-O clip-assisted ESD                               33.5 mm (SD, 12.5)               Colorectal               N/A                               1 expert                 N/A                         --               Lower                       Higher                    Similar                                                       Similar      N/A
                              Koike et al. (2015) \[[@b32-ce-2019-147]\]                                                      Thread-traction method                              35.5 mm (range, 21--100)         Esophagus                N/A                               2 experts                Helpful for all cases       --               Lower                       Higher                    Similar                                                       Similar      N/A
                              Cai et al. (2015) \[[@b31-ce-2019-147]\] ^[a)](#tfn2-ce-2019-147){ref-type="table-fn"}^         ESD-assisted dental floss traction                  27.4 mm (range, 18--35)          Stomach and colorectal   N/A                               1 expert                 N/A                         --               45 min (range, 30--100)     N/A                       100%                                                          0%           0%
                              Suzuki et al. (2016) \[[@b34-ce-2019-147]\]                                                     Dental floss and a hemoclip (DFC-assisted ESD)      17.4 mm (SD, 11.8)               Stomach                  N/A                               Experts, trainees        N/A                         --               Lower                       Higher                    Similar                                                       Similar      N/A
                              Yoshida et al. (2016) \[[@b37-ce-2019-147]\]                                                    Dental floss clip traction assisted ESD             17.0 mm (SD, 11.0)               Stomach                  N/A                               Experts, trainees        N/A                         --               Lower                       Higher                    Similar                                                       Similar      N/A
                              Yamada et al. (2016) \[[@b35-ce-2019-147]\]                                                     Clip and snare assisted ESD                         32.5 mm (SD, 10.9)               Colorectal               N/A                               2 experts                N/A                         --               Lower                       Higher                    Similar                                                       Similar      N/A
                              Yamasaki et al. (2016) \[[@b36-ce-2019-147]\] ^[a)](#tfn2-ce-2019-147){ref-type="table-fn"}^    Colonic ESD using clip and line                     27 mm (range, 20--44)            Colorectal               Pts after EMR were excluded       N/A                      N/A                         --               61 min (range, 18--172)     N/A                       96%                                                           4%           N/A
                              Noda et al. (2016) \[[@b33-ce-2019-147]\]                                                       Thread-Traction with Polypectomy Snare Sheath       30 mm (range, 14--60)            Stomach                  N/A                               N/A                      N/A                         --               Lower                       Higher                    Similar                                                       Similar      N/A
                              Xie et al. (2017) \[[@b41-ce-2019-147]\]                                                        Clip traction                                       9.60 cm^2^                       Esophagus                N/A                               2 experts                N/A                         --               Lower                       Higher                    Similar                                                       Lower        N/A
                              Mori et al. (2017) \[[@b39-ce-2019-147]\]                                                       Ring-thread counter traction                        27.3 cm^2^ (range, 11.0--49.9)   Colorectal               N/A                               3 experts                N/A                         --               Lower                       Higher                    N/A                                                           Similar      N/A
                              Jacques et al. (2017) \[[@b38-ce-2019-147]\] ^[a)](#tfn2-ce-2019-147){ref-type="table-fn"}^     "Tunnel + clip" ESD                                 220.6 cm^2^ (range, 47--68)      Esophagus                N/A                               4 non experts            N/A                         --               N/A                         N/A                       88.7%                                                         0%           N/A
                              Kitagawa et al. (2018) \[[@b43-ce-2019-147]\] ^[a)](#tfn2-ce-2019-147){ref-type="table-fn"}^    Clip traction method                                19 mm (range, 3--60)             Esophagus                N/A                               3 experts                N/A                         --               40 min (range, 13--230)     N/A                       100%                                                          0%           N/A
                              Hashimoto et al. (2018) \[[@b42-ce-2019-147]\]                                                  S-O clip-assisted ESD                               37.4 mm (SD, 12.1)               Stomach                  N/A                               Experts, trainees        N/A                         --               Lower                       Higher                    Similar                                                       Similar      N/A
                              Yoshida et al. (2018) \[[@b46-ce-2019-147]\]                                                    Dental floss clip assisted ESD                      15.5 mm (SD, 8.9)                Stomach                  N/A                               Experts, trainees        N/A                         --               Similar                     N/A                       Similar                                                       Lower        N/A
                              Yamasaki et al. (2018) \[[@b45-ce-2019-147]\]                                                   Clip-and-thread technique                           30 mm (range, 20--60)            Colorectal               Pts after EMR were excluded       2 Experts, 2 trainees    N/A                         --               Lower                       N/A                       Similar                                                       Similar      N/A
                              Zhang et al. (2019) \[[@b47-ce-2019-147]\]                                                      Snare combined with endoclips assisted ESD          42 mm (range, 20--80)            Stomach                  N/A                               1 expert                 N/A                         --               N/A                         N/A                       N/A                                                           0%           N/A
                              Zhang et al. (2019) \[[@b50-ce-2019-147]\]                                                      Snare combined with endoclips assisted ESD          45 mm (range, 20--90)            Colorectal               N/A                               1 expert                 N/A                         --               32 min (range, 8--247)      N/A                       100%                                                          0%           N/A
  D. Miscellaneous methods                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                              Imaeda et al. (2009) \[[@b20-ce-2019-147]\] ^[a)](#tfn2-ce-2019-147){ref-type="table-fn"}^      External grasping forceps                           15.0 mm (range, 5--50)           Stomach                  N/A                               N/A                      N/A                         \+               N/A                         N/A                       N/A                                                           N/A          N/A
                              Yonezawa et al. (2006) \[[@b18-ce-2019-147]\]                                                   Double−channel therapeutic endoscope ("R-scope")    18.5 mm (SD, 10.3)               Stomach                  N/A                               N/A                      Supportive                  --               Lower                       Higher                    Similar                                                       Similar      Similar
                              Hijikata et al. (2012) \[[@b23-ce-2019-147]\]                                                   Sheath-assisted counter traction ESD                20 mm                            Stomach                  N/A                               N/A                      Supportive                  \+               Lower                       Lower                     N/A                                                           Similar      N/A
                              Motohashi et al. (2009) \[[@b21-ce-2019-147]\] ^[a)](#tfn2-ce-2019-147){ref-type="table-fn"}^   Two-point fixed ESD                                 27 mm (range, 11--56)            Esophagus                N/A                               N/A                      Supportive                  --               N/A                         N/A                       100%                                                          0%           0%

EMR, endoscopic mucosal resection; ESD, endoscopic submucosal dissection; N/A, not applicable; SD, standard deviation.

Study enrolling only patients undergoing ESD with one technique; no comparative arm is available; results presented are only for the new method.

Including bleeding (immediate/delayed), perforation, stricture formation.
